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D                         D2/B                   G
Lord over all, we stand in awe

             Em7              D/F#                A2               Asus     A     A/C#
Your mind is as vast as the heavens

D                                                  D2/B                    G
Your Spirit flows like the wind when it blows

Em7                   D/F#             A2            Asus    A
No one can know its direction

Chorus:
            D                                                  D2/B
And, Oh,    the closer we get to You

                                                             G
The more that we know Your truth

            D                                             A2     Asus    A   A/C#
The deeper the mystery You are

           D                                                                  D2/B
And, Oh,    the more that we see Your ways

                                                               G
The more that we know Your grace

             D                                             A2    Asus      A
The deeper the mystery You are

                       D                             D2/B                G
From the dawning of time You had in mind

     Em7             D/F#                    A2         Asus   A    A/C#
A way to redeem Your creation

            D                                          D2/B                G
The death we deserved for Your son reserved

Em7                D/F#              A2         Asus    A
Marvelous plan of salvation
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(Repeat Chorus)

Inst:    D          D2/B         G        D         A2   :ll       Bsus     Bsus/D#

            E                                                 C#m7
And, Oh,    the closer we get to You

                                                             A2
The more that we know Your truth

           E                                             Bsus        Bsus/D#
The deeper the mystery You are

            E                                                               C#m7
And, Oh,   the more that we see Your ways

                                                              A2
The more that we know Your grace

            E                                             Bsus         Bsus/D#
The deeper the mystery You are
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